PRICE Systems International partners
with FifthQuadrant
Combining lifecycle estimation solutions and Systems
Integration
PRICE® Systems International (PSI) the leading experts and provider of cost
estimation solutions announce a partnership with FifthQuadrant. FifthQuadrant’s
expertise in systems integration, working with large complex organisations, complements
the estimation solutions expertise from PSI to drive greater value for their clients. This
partnership will enable FifthQuadrant and PSI to seamlessly support large scale and
complex deliveries with their specialist capabilities.

Andy Tidd, FifthQuadrant Partner.
We see customers benefit from our ‘Delivering Differently’ approach” said Andy Tidd,
FifthQuadrant partner. “Our expertise comes from years of supporting clients through
different economic cycles and addressing complex business challenges. This partnership is a
great opportunity for FifthQuadrant and PRICE® Systems to deliver greater customer success
with our combined capabilities.”

Georges Teologlou, Head – PRICE® Systems International.
We see working with FifthQuadrant, as a very exciting opportunity to enhance and
broaden the value that we can offer to our customers” Said Georges Teologlou, Head of
PRICE® Systems International

About PRICE Systems
PRICE® delivers fact-based decision support and analytical software, predictive power, and
confident estimates. For more than 45 years, governmental organizations worldwide, their
vendor partners, and leading commercial manufacturers have relied on PRICE’s proven and
continually advancing expertise, best practices and research-driven costing software. PRICE®
MBCE™ enables engineers, pricing experts, and program and BD leaders to more quickly,
accurately, and consistently estimate cost, schedule, and uncertainty. For more
information, please see https://www.pricesystems.com
About FifthQuadrant
FifthQuadrant was established by a team of ex-Big Four management consultants to work
with customer globally to achieve successful change programmes. By aligning the changes
required to processes, systems and data, FifthQuadrant’s delivering differently approach
supports organisations to adapt, change and innovate through cloud-based solutions. For
more information, please see https://www.fifthquadrantdata.com/
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